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Swing into Quattro FX
Achieving an effective seal is the key to successful
therapy; but it needn’t be complicated. Quattro FX
introduces the two-step Swing Seal fitting technique:
for a secure seal first time, every time.
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Firstly position the
cushion at an angle
on the nasal bridge ...
... then swing the
lower half of the mask
down against the face
to seal.

To get the best out of your therapy,
pair your Quattro FX with a sleep therapy
system from ResMed’s S9™ Series.
Visit www.resmed.com for more information.

Simply swing, and seal.

Manufacturer: ResMed Ltd 1 Elizabeth Macarthur Drive Bella Vista NSW 2153 Australia. Distributed
by: ResMed Corp 9001 Spectrum Center Boulevard San Diego CA 92123 USA. ResMed (UK) Ltd 96
Milton Park Abingdon Oxfordshire OX14 4RY UK. See www.resmed.com for other ResMed locations
worldwide. S9, Quattro and Spring Air are trademarks of ResMed Ltd and are registered in U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office. © 2010 ResMed Ltd. Specifications may change without notice.
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FULL FACE MASK

Less mask. More you.

The unobtrusive alternative
It may be called a full face mask, but it certainly
doesn’t look like one! Compared to conventional
full face masks, Quattro FX is light and unobtrusive,
giving you an effective alternative, and a sense of
freedom, in full face therapy.

Support and freedom
Quattro FX provides the perfect balance of
stability and flexibility. The contoured headgear
design stabilises the mask on your face, and
the Spring Air™ cushion is soft, comfortable
and secures your seal even if you move around
in your sleep.

A mask you’ll feel good about
Being on therapy doesn’t mean losing your sense
of self. Even though it’s a full face mask,
Quattro FX starts mid-way on the nasal bridge,
giving you a clear line of sight and a feeling of
openness. So you’ll enjoy a good night’s sleep and
wake up to a new day with a renewed outlook on
your mask and your health.
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